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Tel.: +49 241 8904-122, Fax: +49 241 8904-6122 
info@son-x.com 
www.son-x.com

son-x precision:
We supply optical steel inserts for:

•• LED illumination
•• Automotive lighting
•• Cameras and sensors
•• High precision plastic optics

Ultra precision manufacturing:
•• Prototypes
•• Precise mechanical components
•• Mirrors 

son-x systems:
We supply ultrasonic tooling systems (UTS) for:

•• Ultra precision diamond turning of steel
•• Micro machining of difficult to cut materials and alloys

Our unique feature:
Diamond turning of stainless steel (Ra<5nm, PV<200nm) with our unique 
process called ultrasonic assisted diamond turning (UTS).

The company son-x and the UTS technology:
Our vision is to define new standards in ultra precision technology. According 
to our fundamentals, technology leadership, customer satisfaction and the 
quality attribute “made in Germany” we offer contract based manufacturing 
and unique tooling systems in order to push the actual boundaries in optics 
manufacturing.

Our long term experience in the field of ultra precision machining of complex 
surfaces is employed in order to fit the customer’s needs. We manufacture 
with state of the art machining systems and apply our unique Ultrasonic 
Tooling System (UTS), setting global technological standards. 

The Ultrasonic Tooling System enables direct diamond turning of stainless, 
hardened steel, which is conventionally not possible with single crystal 
diamond tools. This unique process modification allows an efficient 
manufacturing of optical mould inserts directly in steel, with aspheric and 
micro structured surfaces or even freeforms. Nickel plating and alternative 
soft materials, such as brass or aluminium, are no longer required. It makes 
the manufacturing process much more time efficient and the mould inserts 
more durable than ever before, which in the end is time and cost saving for 
our customer. 

son-x provides the ultra precision manufacturing process as a service for 
small and large volume products. Our core focus are optical mould inserts for 
plastic optics with freeforms, aspheric and microstructured surfaces. 

Furthermore we supply the Ultrasonic Tooling Systems for companies willing 
to implement this innovative process in their manufacturing environment. 

Contact us or find more information on www.son-x.com.

son-x GmbH 
Ultra precision manufacturing and systems
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